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Up the Aisle

The wedding loans are still being paid
and now a new expense for divorce...

and then to File....

A

empowerment has come the funda of adding your husband’s surname after your
maiden surname. Doesn’t this lead to a
new identity in itself? Isn’t it a facade? For
men, it is the addition to his family, another
woman to care for him, another mouth to
feed etc etc. Weddings are expensive these
Till some time ago... many youngsters I
days -more with a theme wedding and a
met during workshops would say they by Adv. Aileen Marques destination wedding. The wedding is that
would get married at Bandra Court if their
one day of bliss and joy which should pave
parents didn’t agree to the marriage. And I would get the way for a happy married life. However the couple is
back and say “but weddings do not happen in Bandra bogged down with the anxiety of wedding planning,
Court, they happen at the Office of the Sub-Registrar expenses and customs and marriage takes a backseat
situated in the Mhada office in Bandra”. This was a new while the wedding becomes the focus. And that’s where
learning for many, who have been mobbed by lawyers I see the problem. Instead of focusing on the wedding
outside Bandra court. Ofcourse now the office is shifted day, I think couples should focus on the days, months
to Khar!!
and years that follow the wedding day. They should talk
and share about the married life they intend to have, the
Few steps away from the Mhada office is the Family
responsibilities that they are willing to share and adjustcourt, where on an average 60-70 cases are on the daily
ments that they are willing to make. Communication
board of each of the 7 courts - most of them for divorce.
and personal sharing is the key here. I see this as a
Many of the couples are young; married for about 2-4
major issue among young couples these days. It is all
years and now seeking a divorce. There are couples
taken for granted.
who courted/dated and then married and then there are
those who had a jhat mangni and phat shaadi. Incom- Up the aisle and then soon to file is a difficult situation.
patibility, temperamental issues, finances, cultural dif- The law has its parameters so you cannot hurry with a
ferences, violence etc. are some of the issues that divorce. The wedding loans are still being paid and now
people mention as reasons for divorce.
a new expense for divorce. Knots have to be unknotted
s an advocate practicing in the
Courts in Mumbai over the past so
many years, there is one aspect of
human relationships that strikes me the
most. The aspect of knot and unknot is
what I am talking about here.

I often wonder if, when people hurry into a marriage for
various reasons, are they even aware that divorce will
be a long drawn battle. Guess most of the times, it is
inauspicious to think about divorce at the time of
marriage. I am of the opinion that if some time is taken
to know, understand and inquire about the person, the
family, the educational and professional background
and finances, the cases of divorces may reduce. An
informed decision is what I highly recommend.
A marriage is a life time decision. For the woman she
lets go of her old identity and adopts a new one. From
name to a house and then a home... it is all new. With
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and it takes an emotional toll on the couple and their
families leave alone the time spent in court rooms and
court corridors and at the lawyer’s office. So make an
informed decision about your choice of partner. Take
time to interact with each other and communicate your
fears, anxieties and dreams. Do not hurry into a
marriage...hurry can be a disadvantage.
Adv. Aileen Marques has been associated with various
governmental and non-governmental initiatives in the
field of child rights and human rights for almost 12 years
now. She dealt with cases of spousal violence, child
abuse, child trafficking etc.
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‘Thought for the week’

The obstacles in our path are the path every time we stretch
beyond our resistance and our fear, we make a choice for
life And every time we chose life, we find that fear loses its
grip on us.
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A lesson from Japan's
‘hidden Christians'

Tokyo: One hundred and fifty years ago, on March 17,
1865, Fr Bernard Petitjean found 15 Japanese outside
the door of a new church that had been constructed to
serve the European community in Nagasaki. Three of the
women among the group knelt and said to the priest, "The
heart of all of us here is the same as yours."
There had been rumors that in spite of more than
two centuries of persecution, there were still Christians in
Japan, the kakure kirishitan, or "hidden Christians" who by Fr William Grimm
had secretly passed their faith from generation to generation.
Those people who risked their lives to visit Nagasaki’s Oura Church were
proof that the rumors were true. Their visit to the church sparked the last spate
of persecution in Japan.
Christianity had been outlawed in 1587 and persecution had begun 10
years later with the execution of 26 Christians in Nagasaki. It was possibly the
most brutal and systematic persecution of Christians until modern times were
underway.
The evangelization of Japan began with the arrival of St Francis Xavier in
1549, and aimed, like much of the Church’s missionary work at that time, at the
baptism of as many people as possible. Many missioners saw their work as a
rescue operation, saving souls that were otherwise bound for damnation.
One result was that catechesis was not stressed. Even today, we see the
influence of this style of mission in Latin America and the Philippines where the
Church has a broad, but not always deep presence. People were baptized,
often under coercion, while having only a very rudimentary understanding of the
faith. They knew some prayers (often in Latin) and some devotions to Mary and
the saints who were often amalgamated with local divinities.
In Japan, some Christians went on to learn more about their faith and set
up a system of lay leadership. When Catholics were driven into hiding, some
communities were better equipped than others to remember and pass on their
faith.
But over the course of two and a half centuries, people forgot doctrines that
(Contd.. on p. 4)
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(Contd.. from p. 3)
the missioners had taught their ancestors. They had no Scriptures or catechisms since books would be evidence of their religion. In addition, most
of the kirishitan were illiterate.
They gathered in secret to recite
prayers directed at bundles of cloth
that were hidden inside Buddhist altars. The bundles contained medals,
statues or crucifixes that had been
passed down to them. Their religion
became a mix of Buddhism, Shinto
and half-remembered Catholicism.
Fathers taught the traditions of
the community to their children. Village
elders led worship services. If they were
discovered, death was sure, yet these
small bands held to a sense of identity
as Christians even though almost all
the theology of Catholicism disappeared from their religion. Loyalty to
their ancestors and to each other bound
them.
When missioners like Fr Petitjean
came to Japan and met the kirishitan,
they faced a dilemma. The people considered themselves Christian, but their
practices and beliefs varied so much
from the teaching of the Church that it
was hard to see how they could be
accepted as any kind of Christians.
The response was to call upon the
kirishitan to renounce the traditions of
their ancestors and enter the Church
anew. About half of the estimated
30,000 kakure kirishitan did so. The
rest refused to abandon the faith they
had protected through centuries of
persecution. In some places the differences between their beliefs and orthodox Christianity had become so great
that the people could not recognize the
original connection.

For those kirishitan who became
Catholics, missioners built churches in
their villages and began the work of
teaching them the actual faith of their
ancestors.
Today, the descendants of the
kakure kirishitan still form the core of
the Catholic Church in Nagasaki. They
are proud to be descendants of men
and women who remained faithful in
spite of persecution, even though their
beliefs had strayed from true Catholicism.
Because of that history of persecution, their Catholicism has had a
different emphasis from that of people
in other parts of Japan. Until recently, it
has been more traditional than the
Church in the rest of the country, with
an emphasis upon keeping the faith
and passing it on to the next generation, a legacy of their ancestors’ faithfulness.
However, lately the Church descended from the kakure kirishitan has
changed. From a Church that keeps
the faith it is becoming one that shares
the faith. These Catholics revere their
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ancestors who kept at least some
memory of the faith but they are dedicated to deepening their understanding of that faith for the sake of mission
today. They have come out of hiding.
The Church at large has something to learn from the Nagasaki Catholics. We have come out of a period of
decades in which "keeping the faith"
was given priority over sharing our faith.
We were in danger of becoming a
closed community of the elect, protected from the ways of the world.
Now, Pope Francis is calling us to
proclaim Evangelii Gaudium, the Joy
of the Gospel. And that proclamation is
not simply the name of a papal document. It is the definition of the Church.
We, like the Catholics of Nagasaki,
must now focus on the proclamation of
the fact that God’s love is stronger than
sin, stronger than persecution, stronger than death.
It is time to come out of hiding and
into the open with faithfulness to each
other and to the Lord.
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PM Modi's
Honeymoon Period Is Over?
The Bhartiya Janata government even after absolute
majority in the Lok Sabha,
falls to its knees to have their
bills passed in the Rajya
Sabha before the opposition.

T

he entire opposition has
made up its mind to create
problems for the Prime Minister, Mr. Narendra Modi. Modi's
nine months honeymoon period
has come to an end. Arun Jately's
budget failed miserably to satisfy
common
man's
simple
asperations. All tall claims of BJP
could not be fulfilled. Inflation rate
did not come down after Jately's
budget. There is absolutely no
hope to bring back black money
from Switzerland, Singapore,
Dubai, Germany or France. The BJP started to have talks with Pakistan. The
party supremo Amit Shah himself cat- number of people and soldiers died in
egorically dismissed even the remote Pak firing is far bigger in the last nine
possibility to accredit Rs.
months of Modi rule. The
15 lacs in the back acChinese president who sat
count of every poor peron the same swing with Modi
son of India. The Article
on the river front of the
370 can not be removed
Sabarmati river has serious
from Kashmir. Is it posobjections if Modi goes to
sible? The BJP rulers,
Arunachal! Modi rushed to
during the heated exthe airport, not caring for prochanges in the Parliatocol to welcome Obama. The
ment, answered in negamoment Obama got an optive. The Hindi fundamenby Ignatius Dabhi portunity, he gave tips on
talists can not be satissecularism to India. Once,
Journalist, Gujarat
fied. Is it ever possible
back to the U.S., Obama
under the present circum- Ignatius Dabhi, worked sanctioned millions of dollars
stances, to build Ram for 23 years with 'Times', to Pakistan.
temple in Ayodhya? Gen- 9 years with the 'Gjarat
These and countless
erations of Dr. Pravin Samachar, 2 years in other things have gone
Togadiya and Mohan UAE's Khaleej Times, against Modi. This is the
Bhagwat will go on ask- Dubai
hardcore reality of politics.
ing endless questions on
The U.S. policy towards Pakithe Ram Temple in Ayodhya... The stan and Chinese policy towards
coming generations may not be inter- Islamabad can not be changed be it
ested in the temple issue... Is the cross- Manmohan Singh or Modi in India. The
border firing from Pakistan over? Has Article 370 can not just be scrapped...
China stopped entering into our bor- and the temple at Ayodhya? Only Ram
ders? The startling reality is, India has can tell!! Modi wants Land Reformation
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Bill, Insurance Bill, Citizenship
(Amendment) Motor Vehicles
(Amendment), Coal Mines
(Amendment) pass by the Rajya
Sabha. In all hurry Modi had all
those Bills issued by Ordinance.
But Rajya Sabha will be in no
mood to please Modi! Modi government does not have majority
in Rajya Sabha and will find it
impossible. Modi was literary
angry in Rajya Sabha when be
lashed at the opposition in Rajya
Sabha. Modi's own BJP men
remained absent in R. S. and
the thanks-motion to the President backed by the BJP failed!
The Bill backed by the Leftists
(supported by Didi's party) had
to be accepted by Modi. Modi
was humiliated and there was
no way but to accept the bitter
doze. Modi knows it very well that the
coming four years will not be a cake
walk. Modi on his part has already
started those steps which can help him
in future. His visit to Sharad Pawar's
hometown, presence at Mulayam's
grand son's wedding and his handshake with Mukti Mohammed and his
daughter Mehebooba Mukti (inspite
Sangh, RSS and VHP protests) in Kashmir is not for nothing. He wishes support in Rajya Sabha from all these ...
The nine months of Modi rule has
definitely created an impression that
Modi is anti poor, anti farmers, and pro
rich, the pre-session in the Parliament
saw some senior BJP members absent
in the House. Modi was furious but ....
but ... the honeymoon comes to an
end. Modi knows very well that the
days to come will bring endless hurdles,
problems and blocks. Anna Hazare's
movement may leave him sleepless..
growing inflation may leave him helpless.... Graceful survival will be a day
dream...
Meanwhile, the common man will
have no solace. The is the fact.
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D. K. Ravi — Son Of Modern India
by Francis Lobo

T

he reported death of a 36 year old I.A.S.
officer of the 2009 batch has shaken the
nation. He was found hanging from the ceiling fan in his apartment. Speculations are rife as to
the cause of death — murder or suicide. While the
preliminary investigations indicate suicide, those
who knew the officer say a person, with his strong
will and positive thinking, wouldn’t opt for this route
to end his problems. The motives for murder are
more compelling than financial and personal reasons. He had gone after the sand mafia and building tycoons to stop corruption and evasion of taxes.
The public mood is for an impartial CBI inquiry into
the circumstances surrounding his death.
The life of this I.A.S. officer has ers, which according to media reports
fired the imagination of the youth, the in 5 months range from Rs 106 to 400
aspirations of Modern India. He stood crores. On building constructions there
for the three Es —Education, Energy, is a Work Contract Tax [W.C.T.] of 14.5
Exposing Evil.
% of the value of the apartment, which
Education [He was an alumnus of was not being collected or not being
the University of Agricultural Sciences collected in full. He had targeted 300
and qualified for a rank in the competi- such constructions where taxes were
tive I.A.S. Exam] He exhibited Energy to be collected based on their own
[He was young with new ideas, fear- figures and requirements of water and
lessly going about his job of reigning in electricity.
the land mafia and builders, loved by
The appeal that such an officer
those who worked with him and the has can be seen from the fact that Kolar
common man] He Exposed Evil.
shut down and roads were blocked on
He tackled the three problems the hearing of his death. The estimates of
present government has high-lighted the clamor on the social media for an
— Keep India Clean, Corruption and impartial inquiry range from 200,000 to
Black Money. He won the hearts and one million signatures. The I.A.S. Officminds of the people of Kolar where he ers’ Association has also sent in a pewas the Deputy Commissioner.The tition for an impartial inquiry, signifiSolid Waste Management System he cant as high ranking officers have come
introduced in Kolar, making it a gar- out in the open against decisions of the
bage free town, is a model which can government. The AAP identified by its
be adopted across the country. The signature white caps were amongst
characteristics of the system are full the first to lead the agitation with other
resource recovery, cost effective, sus- political parties not wanting to be left
tainable and humane. The system pays out and joining in to get mileage and
for dry waste, allows for composting coverage.
and incineration of sanitary waste by
The death and subsequent agitahospitals. In the field of Corruption he tion will have been in vain if we don’t
was able to stop the corrupt practices take heed of the messages that they
of the sand mafia and confiscate sand bring out loud and clear
illegally mined. In his current appointment as Additional Commissioner of
1. All political parties should continue
Commercial Taxes [Enforcement] He
the work started by Ravi — Solid
was able to recover taxes from buildWaste Management, elimination of
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corruption and unearthing black
money. The plan he had drawn up
to tackle the housing complexes in
Bangalore and thereafter in other
parts of Karnataka should be pursued by the Government and the
Congress Party instead of making
an issue of whether it should be a
CID or CBI inquiry into the causes
of death. As the family has said,
“What does it matter?It won’t bring
him back.”
2.

If his death was a result of suicide,
society must learn to accept that
even good people have their faults
and failings, are subject to depression and can succumb to intense
pressure. Human weaknesses
must be understood and
accepted.Society must identify and
support such officers, who are often alone and unrecognized.

3.

There is a need for transformation
politics which will resist political
interference, vested interests and
personal gain. Here is where
emerging movements like the
AamAadmi Party can play a decisive role. Older parties should also
take a cue and change to meet the
aspirations of the people seeing
the spontaneous and overwhelming response that one death has
evoked
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—Dr Trevor Colaso

Development or
Distruction?

Christian Bashing
– enough is enough !

I think we have had enough of this
“christian bashing” from the fascist/
fundamentalist forces in the country
and we need to get our act together.
This mindless attack on christian
churches and institutions must stop the rape of the 71 year nun was a the
last straw. The orgy of violence has
now reached the outskirts of our city of
Bombay - the attack on St. George
Church at New Panvel in the early hours
of Saturday (21st March) was yet another cowardly act.
It was encouraging to see the
Archbishop of Bombay, Cardinal
Oswald Gracias himself leading a
morcha in South Mumbai to protest
against the attack on christians. We
need to move forward from here. We
need to keep diplomacy aside for the
moment and take some - desperate
situations call for drastic measures to
counter these attacks. Apart from
shutting down all christian schools
across the country for some time, we
need to use our schools to tell these
fascist/fundamentalist forces that
“enough is enough”. A large number
of ‘non-christians’ are studying in
our schools - we can ask their parents to come out onto the streets and
protest alongwith the christians. If
the large majority do not subscribe to
the programme undertaken by these
communalist organizations, then they
should have the guts to speak up. We
need to tell these organizations that
they are cowards. This should send
out a strong signal to the government
that we cannot be taken for a ride
anymore. The government both at
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the Centre and the States have to act
- NOW !
—Melville X. D’Souza
- Orlem, Malad

LENT – a ‘SPRING’
throughout the Year
As we conclude Lent’ allow me to
exercise the word L.E.N.T. further
through the Scripture of Christ!
L-Learn- (Cultivate Gentleness and
Humility): “Take My yoke upon you,
and ‘learn’ from Me; for I AM gentle
and humble of heart, and you will
find rest for your souls” (Matthew,
11:29).
E- Endure – (Patience): “This saying is
true: If we have died with Him, we
will also live with Him; if we ‘endure’,
we will also reign with Him” (2 Timothy, 2:11-12).
N-Nailing – (Negative thoughts, foul
language and dishonest acts):
“Erasing the record that stood
against us with its legal demands,
He set aside this by ‘nailing’ it to the
Cross” (Colosians, 2:14).
T-Trust (Motif of ‘Divine Mercy’ – “Jesus
I Trust in You!’): “Do not let your
hearts be troubled; ‘trust’ in God
and ‘trust’ also in Me” John 14:1 –
New Community Bible).
Not only during lencten = ‘spring’, but
continuously Jesus offers us his Samaritan children ‘living water’, the gift
of the Holy Spirit! “The water that I shall
give will become a ‘spring of water’
gushing up to eternal life” (John, 4:14).

The Concerned Citizens Tribunal
characterised the use of rape as "An
instrument for the subjugation and humiliation of a community." It started
with the attacks on Christian churches
and places of worship in Delhi.
Emboldened by their success, the RSS
launched their 'ghar wapsi' programme.
Chief Mohan Bhagwat added fuel to
the communal fire with his baseless
diatribe against Mother Teresa. And
now our peace loving community,
which forms only 2% of the Indian population and which has contributed so
much in the fields of education and
health care, is faced with this inhuman,
degraded, diabolical act of the gang
rape of a 71 year old nun.
The perpetrators of this horrendous, shocking act must be brought to
book speedily. It is not only the Christian community but the entire Indian
society that will suffer if such crimes
against women and minorities go unchecked.
One of the parameters for judging
a healthy, thriving society is how it
treats its minorities. When a minority
community is under siege, it signals
the decline of a society. It signals the
spread of a deadly disease which can
only have disastrous consequences
for the entire society once it spreads its
tentacles far and wide. It signals a
society where might is right and where
the law does not have any control on
the members of a society. It signals the
reign of chaos and the unleashing of
destructive forces.
It is reassuring that, at these times
of siege, our non-Christian brethren
are also raising their voices at the targeting of minorities. Thank God for
their support.
The much touted 'development' is
not the main parameter of the health of
a society. Rather, it is society's ability to
include its minorities in working towards a better tomorrow. United we
stand. Divided we fall.
—Monica Fernandes,
Mumbai
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Hindutva's hatred of Christians ...
 Don Aguiar

T

he thoughts that keep me awake at night
and perhaps burning inside every Indian
is that the huge mandate India gave was
for dramatic, discontinuous and transformational
change. It was not for spreading communalism
or incrementalism, it was not for doing what was
being done earlier a little better or a little different.
It was for Big Bang change and dramatic transformational reforms. India waits, with bated breath
and unconcealed hope.
Christians in India Voted Narendra Modi to
power for Corruption Free Good Gov- supported it (Only 31% of Votes Polled)
ernance. Was it the mistake, to take his but the entire right thinking population,
assurances at Face Value? …..His including Christians and Muslims, igSilence over current happenings in the noring its communal agenda, voted for
country, make us Believe so……..
BJP. They voted for Mr. Modi’s Call for
The RSS has made it clear that GOOD GOVERNANCE, which seems
they do not recognize Christians and to have been put in cold storage, after
Muslims as Indians and Modi has not winning the election
only made no effort to control or deacInstead of the Big Bang change
tivate the Sangh Parivar which is the and dramatic transformational reforms
main force behind the campaign we are witnessing the spreading of
against Muslims and Christians, by not communal divide as the elected reprenaming and shaming them, he is en- sentatives are staunch believers of a
couraging them.
particular brand of Hinduism called
After more than hundred days in ‘Hinduvta’ which make them intolerant
office what is most noticeable about to other religions as well as to the other
this government is their going all out to branches of Hinduism. They have now
impose their brand of Hinduism which started imposing their Hinduvta belief.
makes them intolerant to other reliSince December 2014 the VHP
gions
and RSS have been conducting reSo many voices seem to be com- conversion ceremonies of Christians
ing out in condemnation of activities of to Hindus for their ghar wapsi (homeproponent of extreme Hinduvta, the comings) campaign, and attacks on
RSS. Sooner Mr. Modi realizes this, Christian institutions are becoming
better it is for his Government. BJP has more frequent.
not won the elections because RSS
These extremists are emboldened
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because they expect Christians not to
react. After all, Christians in India are
generally viewed as a peace-loving
community. Christians don’t attack
Hindu temples, bomb Hindu malls or
rape Hindu women.
Human relationships are based
on trust. This kind of spreading communal hatred and guarding leads to
suppressing of emotions and leads to
psychological problems like anxiety
and stress since a person like this would
always be on the edge inside. The
inability to trust people starts telling on
health
The ongoing communal violence
is a matter of great national shame,
especially in our country that has a
history of tolerance. Worse still, most of
it is politically motivated. According to
media reports, much of it stems from
fringe elements of Hindu organizations
such as the Bajrang Dal, Vishva Hindu
Parishad, and Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh. They’re doing this to avenge
Christian missionaries and their alleged
`aggressive conversion drives’ which
they think have forced good Hindus to
covert.
Forced conversions? Look at our
population figure. Does it look like we’re
running out of Hindus? Read our law.
Article 25 of the Indian Constitution
guarantees freedom of religion. Conversion is an individual choice. If a
person wants to convert their religion,
their shoes, their refrigerator, it is their
choice. It is not the business of the state
to check whether someone is spread(Contd.. on p. 9)
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(Contd.. from p. 8)
ing their mat or crossing their heart or
ringing a bell.
Why should the Bhagwad Gita or
any sacred book get designated as
national scripture? Why does one have
to learn Sanskrit? Why should they ban
beef or ban non-vegetarian food? Is
beef eating or non vegetarian food allowed for Hindus?
With self proclaimed Hindu nationalists assuming the right to decide
who is a Hindu, the question arises:
what does it really mean to be Hindu?
There is also a brand in Hinduism that
is promoted by the International Society for Krishna Consciousness that has
brought in cultural Hindusim that insist
on the particular manner of living, clothing, food, language and so on and in
imposing these belief the Hindu nationalist in the government are working
on bring uniformity in Hinduism, just
like the Christians and Muslims have.
Hindu Scholars say that it is impossible to bring uniformity in Hinduism. The Shakhas and branches are all
different. In Hinduism, there is no one
central book and no one specific culture. Therefore those who are trying to
bring unification by banning certain
eatables and promoting a certain way
of living in the name of Hinduism are
doing injustice to the very structure of
Hinduism. I believe that they are ignorant of what their religion preaches.
They are simply going against their
own religious scriptures. Any political
party that seeks to represent the Hindu
way needs to celebrate its diversity
rather than limit it. They need to refer to
the Vedas
Manusmriti – Chapter 5 /verse 30 says
– It is not sinful to eat meat of
eatable animal, for God has created both the eaters and the eatables.
Aapastanba – Grishsutram (1/3/10)
says
– The cow should be slaughtered
on the arrival of a guest, on the
occasion of ‘Shraaddha’ of ancestors and on the occasion of a marriage.
Rigveda – (10/85/13) declares
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– ‘on the occasion of a girls marriage oxen and cows are slaughtered’
Rigveda (6/17/1) says
– Indra used to eat the meat of cow,
calf, horse and buffalo
Vashishta Dharmasutra (11/34) says
– If a Brahmin refuses to eat the
meat offered to him on the occasion of ‘Shraadda’ he goes to hell
Hinduism great propagator Swami
Vivekaanand said thus
– You will be surprised to know that
according to ancient Hindu rite and
rituals, a man cannot be a good
Hindu who does not eat beef
– (the complete works of Swami
Vivekaanand vol : 3/5/36)
Although India is an amazing
country the Hindu nationalists who
govern our country have more respect
for cows than for women and children
and so they ensure that cows are more
protected than women and children.
The hate campaigns against the
Christian community and the Christian
faith by fundamentalist and extremist
religious organizations in the past preceded large scale violence against the
Christians community, presently the
hostilities have increased.
How are we to understand the
meaning of this manufactured hatred
towards a community that is inherently
apolitical and innately pacifist? As a
rule, if a phenomenon is not explicable
by facts, its explanation needs to be
sought in psychology.
The key to the current scenario

JACK OF ALL STALL
Reliable House for
Religious Goods

Gloria Church Bldg.,
263, Dr. Ambedkar Rd.,
Byculla, Mumbai - 400027
Tel.: 23725963, 23749358
Estd: 1951

Prop. B. D'Souza

lies in competitive conversions. Hinduism is a birth-based, non-missionary
religion. The impetus to convert is what
it has imitated from Christian and Muslim faiths. The truth about ghar wapsi is
that it is an imitation of the missionary
aspect of Semitic faiths. It is Hinduism
imitating Christianity and Islam.
Here we have a classic illustration
of the Gerardian psychology of imitation. Imitation begins on a note of admiration. This leads to a stage in which
the imitator (or `disciple' in mimetic
psychology) wants to be like the imitated (the `mentor'). But this is only an
intermediary stage. Soon, the spirit of
imitation gets infected by the acquisitive spirit. So imitation degenerates
into competition. The matrix of rivalry
distorts the object imitated, the mentor.
The disciple comes under the psychological need to caricature and
criminalize the mentor.
At this stage the disciple introduces an extraneous element into the
equation to ensure his outright victory
in the competition. It could be state
power, numerical or financial advantage or the ability to intimidate and
disable the mentor. So, violence is resorted to.
This is what, in essence, the current situation means. And it calls for
introspection by both sides. Religion is
not a domain for head-hunting. The
purpose of religion is to refine and to
ennoble. What little i know of conversions and re-conversions makes me
wonder if such projects are wholly free
from ulterior motives. Deceit, which
animates ulteriority, is poison to the
spiritual.
The self-appointed defenders of
God - trying to outdo each other belong to the theatre of the absurd and
not to the order of religion or of public
decency.
Once again mindsets intrude.
Rather than engaging with secularism,
the Hindu nationalist that are in the
government emphasis is communalism and promoting their brand of Hinduism and pretending that minorities
do not exist in the name of avoiding
shame and protecting honor.
As long as Hinduvita fights against
others - Muslims, Christians, the other
(Contd.. on p. 10)
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(Contd.. from p. 9)
minorities, atheists and does not engage in self criticism and recognizes
that its problem is within, we all lose.
Without it, Hinduvita will be increasingly involved in wars among themselves.
This is the opportunity for Mr.
Narendra Modi’s BJP to snap the shackles of RSS and free itself to govern the
country blissfully; rather than sink with
RSS as the trend suggests.
Frankly none of us believe that
this has happened and is still happening in spite of the assurance given by
this government to the minorities’ who
have tremendous talent and are contributing tremendously to the nation.
In Mumbai the Human Chain for
Peace and harmony was organized to
express our solidarity in protest of divisive politics, hate speeches, vandalism of our Churches & communalization by the Sangh Parivar of the country. The human chain proclaimed the
message “we are one” Was this protest
or to demand something from the government baffled many. Many questioned why were the people from all the
Churches in Mumbai called then? To
show solidarity with the perpetrators of
the crime? To embrace them into Catholic brotherhood? No wonder Christians
are attacked again and again and even
raped, nuns not excepted! For they
know Christians in India do not protest,
cannot protect themselves and therefore turn the other cheek.
If the criminals are not brought to
book, then Christians will always be
soft targets and there would be numerous REPEAT of such ghastly acts. Exemplary punishment must be meted

out to act as a DETERRENT. Sadly the
organizers DO NOT DEMAND this. They
sing, play the Guitar and the violin and
burnt candles, much to the amusement of future culprits, the police and
the political establishment to plan out
more assault and possibly rapes! Had
it happened to our other minority community, one can imagine what would
have happened.
Christianity is praised for its power
of forgiveness and its conviction in
conversion of the heart! In the meantime, more such incidents of arson and
rape will continue and we will keep on
taking out Unity Rallies, sing songs,
burn more candles and pray for conversion of the criminals’ heart! What a
quixotic faith!
What we are not realizing is this
kind of heinous crime can take place
anywhere. These are not minority-related per se. Instead of calling Protest
Rallies, the Indian Church both at the
local and national levels must seriously
deliberate on strategies to beef up our
security system and strengthen ourselves, by taking help of retired Christian IPS officers and other capable community people without blindly depending on the government.
On the other hand the personal
relationship between leaders of different religions with the political parties is
critical to advancing shared causes.
We see this in the stories about Winston Churchill living at the White house
during World War II, sometimes for
days at a time. A leader sees greatness
in other people; you can’t be much of a
leader if all you see is yourself. Are our
religious leaders prepared to go all out
to do so?

FLAT FOR SALE

Cakes, Sweets & More

2 BHK AREA 850 SQ. FT.
3RD FLOOR, WITH LIFT,
CAR PARKING,
NR. HIGHWAY-SANTAKATTE
- KALLIANPUR (NEW UDUPI)
NEAR ASHIRWAD TALKIES.
Contact:

09967854441 /
09768478022
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For Designer Wedding,
Christening,
Communion, Chocolate
Cakes, Easter Eggs and
Christmas Sweets
Contact:

Mrs. H. D'Souza on
9819826077.

Bombay Catholic Sabha
The Bombay Catholic Sabha is
pleased to announce the first Fr
Salvador Rodrigues Memorial
Lecture and Award in memory of
the late priest, who was also the
Ecclesiastical Advisor to the BCS
for several years.
The Award will be given for:
·
Outstanding contribution
to the promotion of Social
Understanding
and
upliftment of the weaker
sections of society.
·
Any published works or a
mass movement that has
made a substantial impact
on the quality of life of any
marginalised group of society.
·
Efforts or Programmes towards integrating underprivileged or weaker sections of society into the
mainstream through socioeconomic schemes, education, skills training, etc.
The Award will include a cash prize
and a citation.
Eligibility: Catholic Individuals,
NGOs, Institutes
Contributions made within the period of five years immediately preceding the nomination will be considered.
Nomination forms are available at
the BCS Office or on our website:
www.bcsabha.in or send an email
to: president.bcs@gmail.com. The
last date for submission of nominations (with supporting documents)
at the BCS Office, St. Michael
Church, Mahim is Monday 13 April
2015 by 5 pm.
The decision of the Jury will be
final.
The Awards function is slated for
Sunday 26 April 2015 at 11 am.
Further details will be announced
on our website: www.bcsabha.in
Secretary General

President
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Off The Field Double Ton
With “Secular”
This piece has a very special significance for me personally [and to
Secular Citizen as well] since it is a
milestone of sorts. This is my 200th
contribution to “Views on News”. The
inceptive article was published way
back in mid-August 2007, almost eight
years ago, when I assured Mr Lawrence
Coelho, the Editor that I will keep the
column going. That was the deal which
I have honoured fortnight after fortnight, without any default.
In this long and interesting journey, I have tried to encompass as many
subjects as possible ranging from religion to social and economic issues.
For the past couple of years or two, I
have laid emphasis on political issues
in the context of rising saffron attacks
on Christians either overtly or covertly.
This development has impacted the
Christian community and its Churches.
“The community feels it is under seize
and alienated” says Julius Rebello in a
recent interview. Even a tough cop like
him sounds perturbed and helpless.
That the ruling BJP has outsourced its
Hindutava agenda, through its affiliates and other fringe elements inimical
to the Christian community, is a truism.
Christians and Muslims have been at
the receiving end of this well choreographed sinister move. The latest
events in Haryana and West Bengal
are frightening; now it is Navi Mumbai.
For the peace loving Christian community, registering its protests through
silent processions and to some extent,
through the medium of writing, are the
only two viable options available.
Whether this is a virtue or weakness will
always remain a debatable point.
Apart from this column, I did contribute intermittently, a number of full
length articles since 2005, which were
front-paged, on issues which I felt had
an impact on society and religion. I
have even commented fearlessly on
the property disputes of the Church in
general terms; the archaic laws which
are still operative; rules being different
to different people in different countries
etc. I have also commented on the
questionable attitude of certain Priests
as well as some rustic elements among
the laity, without naming any of them.
Many readers may not have agreed
with my views or my way of writing –
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VIEWS on NEWS
calling spade a spade. But these have
been my views which I have tried to
articulate as succinctly as possible.
Sometimes one has to be forthright to
send the right message.
When I started contributing to Secular it was a small publication with hardly
any original articles. Much to the surprise of the critics, today, the Editor has
the luxury of choice – he can choose and
publish what he wants. The number of
original articles has increased significantly. Some of the articles, coming
from well known Christian personalities,
are very well written. Secular Citizen has
grown from strength to strength. I am
glad I have been a small part of this
growth story. The publishers thought it
appropriate to confer on me the “The
Writer of the Year - 2011” award, at a
public function in 2012. It was a huge
honour which I will always cherish. In
fact it was Freddy Mendonca of Dimensions, who first suggested in 2005 that I
start writing for Secular exactly a decade ago.
Looking back, it gives me a sense
of fulfillment that my articles were
well appreciated by readers including
the very popular Bishop Bosco Penha.
When I had the opportunity of meeting him at the local Church, he appreciated my articles saying he always
wanted to meet me to know who I was.
That was some time back. Special
words of appreciation came from none
other than Mr George Menezes for my
article on “A Headless Community”.
He was gracias enough to email me
saying “We have met socially but did
not realize you had the gift of writing.
Do keep writing. Your piece on the
Leadership of our community raises
important questions…some of the answers will shame the community”. He
even volunteered to facilitate a seminar to discuss the questions raised by
me. This was most satisfying.
*****

Judicial Masterstroke

In early February this year, the Delhi
High Court, was considering death penalty in the famous 2002 Nitish Kataria
murder case. While rejecting the prosecution plea for sending the two accused to the gallows, the Court enhanced
life sentences on both the accused by

by Marshall Sequeira
another five years – to 30 and 25 years
respectively with no remission. This
means that both accused Vikas Yadav
and his cousin will have to actually
complete their terms.
The High Court took a very serious view of the fact that Vikas Yadav,
during his detention in the jail, was able
to pull the right strings and come out of
the jail multiple times on ‘medical’
grounds. The High Court ordered that
the authorities should calculate the total number of days that he has remained out of the jail and add those
days to his prison term. This means that
if he has managed to remain out of jail
for a total number of say 100 days, he
will have to undergo a prison term of 30
years and 100 days. People undergoing prison terms will henceforth only
ask for ‘leave’ for really genuine reasons.
What is assuring in the above case
is that for the first time the Court has
taken a very serious view of how people
with influence have been able to misuse the facilities available under the
law, actually for genuine reasons. Incidentally, Vikas is the son of D.P. Yadav
a powerful politician with a dubious
track record. We have seen regularly
that VVIPs facing prison terms have
been falling ‘ill’ very often necessitating
their shifting to premier medical hospitals for ‘treatment’ with five star perks.
We will soon witness a change –
after this landmark judgment, no influential prisoner will fall ill that easily. Their health will improve dramatically since they would want to finish
their prison terms quickly. It will be
nice if the Courts also look at VVIPs
absconding or going into hiding [to
apply for anticipatory bail] when they
face Police action. Courts should
refuse to entertain such applications
and insist on their first surrendering
before the police. Some of them, including politicians, actors, IAS, IRS
IPS etc, take recourse to such tactics. This must STOP.
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The Burning Issue

uch has been said and
equally much is being writ
ten with regard to the undue harassment of those professing
Christianity. Indeed, much will continue to be said and written. However,
the fact remains that little has been
done by way of concrete action on our
part as believers. O yes, we’ve had a
rally in some corner of Azad Maidan, a
human chain and things like that (kudos to the organizers!). But that’s about
all. No new ideas seem to be forthcoming on how one could tackle the
issue head-on.

Conference in the country, its
presidentship rotating among
the three rites in alternate succession whereby we have just
one main leader of the Catholic Church in India representing the entire Catholic community in every respect
b) Mobilize the support of other
Christian denominations (particularly other mainline
churches) by having another
such body, comprising of all
Christian Bishops in India,
i.e. bishops of all Christian denominations, established

The need to forgive does remain paramount, given the importance of Lord’s
c) Re-consider our Inter-Faith
command to that effect. Yet,
dialogue policy. We need to
we also need to take into due
identify which Faith persuasion
consideration his own asserthe majority of rapists in gention: “If I have spoken evil,
eral belong to and think twice
bear witness of the evil: but if
as regards the bonafides of
well, why strike me?” (John
such a religion. Perhaps rape
18:23) We need to officially
write to the top brass of the by Ladislaus L it is part of the faith-ideology of
the religion concerned – someRSS-VHP combine, chalD’Souza
thing that we may have either
lenging them to prove in court
missed or overlooked. After all,
their baseless ‘conversion’ allegations.
after all the goody-good things
Before I make my suggestions, one
we’ve been saying about the
little clarification (from those convalues evident in other relicerned) please: Do we really need to
gions, how many of those from
have two Episcopal Conferences in
other faiths who’ve been inour country, i.e. the CONFERENCE
volved in the exercize openly
OF CATHOLIC BISHOPS OF INDIA
condemned what’s going on
and the CATHOLIC BISHOPS CONoffer the necessary support?
FERENCE OF INDIA? Won’t just one
d) Have an open confrontation
such body suffice, with its
with the government/s conPresidentship rotating among the three
cerned, even if it means taking
rites?
the matter to court

A few suggestions:

e) Have close networking among

clergy and religious right
across the length and breadth
of the country whereby the
situation is constantly jointly
monitored and assessed,
news instantly shared and
views sought and obtained
both among themselves and
with the world around in terms
of computing with ideas and
possible solutions
f)

Liase closely with the Christian Chamber/s of Commerce
in India

g) Call for a day’s protest closure
of all Christian institutions
(both educational and otherwise) and Christian businesses
h) Stop our Azad Maidan corner
rallies and, instead, hold
morchas across busy public
throughfares in the country at
peak-hours rather than a Saturday evening walk down
some causeway or boulevard
i)

Demand ‘castration’, rather
than the death penalty, for all
rapists proven guilty

I think it’s been quite a while since
we’ve been saying ‘enough is enough’,
considering that for the brutes concerned nothing is enough but is, rather,
‘yeh dil mange more’. From raping
supposedly scantily-clad girls they’ve
now graduated to raping an old nun.
How much longer are we going to wait
– until some young priest is
sodomized?

a) Establish a single Episcopal
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Christian
parliamentarians
form strategy to
counter attacks
New Delhi: Concerned over the growing attacks on the Christian community across India, 19 Christian MPs on
Friday met here and chalked out a
strategy to counter these attacks and
project the community's immense
contribution to the nation.
The parliamentarians also expressed concern about continuing attacks on minorities and hoped that
the assurances given by the Prime
Minister Narendra Modi would be
honoured.
"The parliamentarians were of
the view that the majority community
is not communal but it is only a minuscule minority amongst the majority
community which is so," a press communique stated.
Attention should be focussed on
the work done by the Christian community that runs schools, colleges,
hospitals, old age homes, and orphanages across the country and was
deeply involved in the uplift of society
as a whole, the statement said
The meeting also decided that a
common agenda paper would be prepared and would be circulated
amongst the larger Christian community with the aim of bringing all denominations under a single banner.
The meeting, which was held at
Bishop's House was attended by several senior members including former
Lok Sabha speaker P.A. Sangma of
Meghalaya, Derek O'Brian from West
Bengal, Jose K Mani of Kerela, former
Nagaland Chief Minister Neiphiu Rio,
Oscar Fernandes, P.J. Kurian and Rabi
Barnard amongst others.
The meeting was also attended
by two of the four Indian Cardinals,
namely Ivan Dias and Baselios
Cleemis.
The MPs also decided to meet
every quarter and the next meeting
would be held in the first week of May.
IANS
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Women's Day Celebration At St. Joseph's Church, Vikhroli

Health Camp and Blood Donation Drive
The Health
Camp The Bombay
Catholic Sabha,
Vikhroli unit held on
15 March 2015 included the following
checkups (a) Dental
(b) Eye (c) Blood
pressure
(d)
Cholestrol and Body
Mass Index (e) Diabetics (f) Bone Density (g) Acupuncture and (h) General Physicians. 39 Sachets of blood
was collected and 580 people took
benefit of the health camp from
7.30am to 1.30pm. Even the priests
from our parish took advantage of
the Health Checkup. No Fees was
charged for the check-ups in the
Health Camp since the same was
sponsored by Zeena and John
Fernandes. The Bombay Catholic
Sabha, Vikhroli unit wants to thank
Samarpam blood bank, all the doctors & their team, Health cell members of the parish, donors & all
those who helped in for the Health
Camp & Blood Donation Drive to be
a success.
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Human Chain Stop Hate Campaign

he Bombay Catholic
Sabha along with sup
port of all other Church
Associations in the Mumbai
and Thane Deanery has
organised a Human Chain of
people of all religions on Saturday March 14, 2015, from
6.00 pm to 6.15 pm, on arterial
roads in various parts of
Mumbai, holding placards and
banners and candles, proclaiming the message ‘WE ARE
ONE’.
The purpose of this silent,
prayerful and peaceful protest
is: to stress that all religions
are paths leading to God and
to express that ‘living in peaceful harmony irrespective of
one’s religious affiliations’ is of

paramount importance for the development of the country; to say an emphatic ‘No’ to hate speeches, vandalism of places of worship, irresponsible provocative statements, and efforts to divide the country on communal lines; to emphasize that ‘All Indian
are One’
The LBS road stretching from
Gandhinagar to Shreyas was allo-
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cated to Vikhroli unit and around 1290
people participated including 270 from
Park Site parish. This is the highest
participation in the whole of Mumbai
and Thane Deanery. This was possible
due to the involvement of the SCC
steering committee, area wise allocation and responsibility by the parish
priest to the zonal co-ordinators and
door to door visits by some of the
animators including the Park Site parish.

Goans stand together
for Mother Teresa

Panajim — RSS leader Mohan
Bhagwat’s comments about Mother
Teresa have created yet another storm
with many condemning his calling the
mission work as a conversion.
Earlier this week, Rashtriya
Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) leader
Mohan Bhagwat’s comment saying
the real motive behind Mother Teresa’s
missionary work was to convert people
into Christians generated anger among
many groups of people. BJP spokesperson Meenakshi Lekhi claimed that
Mother Teresa had admitted in an interview that her job was to bring people
to the fold of Christianity.
Actress Dia Mirza took to Twitter
to express her rage tweeting, “Shame
on you Meenakshi Lekhi you contort
personal faith/work to validate a statement that should be condemned.”
Goa’s politicians took no time in
condemning the statement and the
general consensus is against the comment while many point to the RSS as a
problem making organisation all together.
Panjim
based
advocate
Thalmann Pradeep Pereira says the
comment stems from the government’s
ulterior motive. “A very provocative
statement deliberately designed to
keep the whole Nation discussing
about Mother Teresa who is in heaven,
while Prime Minister Narendra Modi
quietly grabs the futile agricultural
lands of the Poor Farmers and hands
them over to the Big Corporates here
on Earth,” he says.
Fr. Victor Ferrao, priest, Christian
theologist and dean at Rachol Seminary says, “What the RSS is trying to
do here is attempting to disqualify the
love and service shown by Mother
Teresa to humanity for people who
need it. They are trying to degrade it.
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Eucharist, Peak Of Divine Mercy

he year 2014 was celebrated as
the ‘Year of the Eucharist’ in our
Archdiocese of Bombay, with the
theme: ‘I am Catholic, I am alive’! It was
in commemoration of the golden jubilee of the 38th International Eucharistic
Congress held in 1964.
At the Eucharistic rally, our beloved Oswald Cardinal Gracias had
recounted the immense Catholic contribution to education, healthcare and
social outreach; and exhorted the laity
to do more for the poor and the
marginalized.
These ‘corporal works of mercy’
incorporate the social message of the
Divine Mercy; and as the Catechism of
the Catholic Church commends: “The
Eucharist commits us to the poor”
(1397). Many parishes have included
2015 as the ‘Year of the Eucharist and
the Family’!
Earlier, John Paul 11, the Mercy
Pope in his encyclical, Dives in Misericordia (Rich in Mercy) elaborated:
“Mercy is love’s second name … The
Church lives an authentic life when she
professes and proclaims mercy – the
most stupendous attribute of the Creator and of the Redeemer – and when
she brings people close to the source
of the Savior’s mercy, of which she is
the trustee and the dispenser, especially through the Sacraments of the
Eucharist and Reconciliation” (13).
So let us contemplate the intimate
association between the Eucharist and
the Divine Mercy, which peaks on the
‘Feast of Divine Mercy’ – 2nd Sunday of
Easter (12th Apr, 2015).
Divine Mercy in my soul: At Jesus’
command, St Faustina, the apostle of
Divine Mercy maintained the above Diary – (D), a spiritual classic with 1828
entries. Several times in her Diary she
writes of seeing the red and pale rays
emerging not from the Image, but from
the Sacred Host (D:441). So too, with
the eyes of faith we should visualize in
every consecrated Host the merciful
savior pouring Himself out as a fountain
of mercy for us.
“O what awesome mysteries take
place during Mass! … Only His Divine
Love could permit that such a gift be
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 Dr. Trevor Colaso
provided for us … this fountain of life
gushing forth with such sweetness and
power (D:914). All the good that is in me
is due to Holy Communion (D:1392).
Herein lies the whole secret of my sanctity (D:1489). One thing alone sustains
me, and that is Holy Communion. From
it I draw all my strength; in it is all my
comfort … Jesus concealed in the Host
is everything to me … I would not know
how to give glory to God if I did not have
the Eucharist in my heart” (D:1037).
“O Blessed Host”: St Faustina
composed this animating life-giving
litany of 30 stanzas especially dedicated to poor sinners. For example, she
merges the Eucharist—O Blessed Host
and the Divine Mercy as: Testament
and proof of the of the infinite mercy of
the Father, Son and Holy Spirit; purest
love which blazes forth from the bosom
of the Father; sweet sentiments that
pours from the Sacred Heart of Jesus;
medicine for all our infirmities; hope in
sufferings, adversities of life, in darkness and in storms and at the hour of
death; hope in the toil and monotony of
everyday life; against the ravages of the
enemy and the gates of hell … (D: 356).
Thus, the Divine Mercy crowned with
the Blessed Eucharist galvanizes communities to perform the spiritual and
physical deeds of mercy!
Feast of Mercy: The Eucharist is
central to the Divine Mercy devotion –
the Image, the Chaplet, and the Feast
are all essentially Eucharistic! The ‘Feast
of Mercy’ holds the first and foremost
place. In all there are 14 revelations
concerning the required Feast: “ I de-

sire that the ‘Feast of Mercy’ be a refuge
and a shelter for all souls, and especially for poor sinners. On that day the
very depths of My tender mercy are
open. I pour out a whole ocean of
graces upon those souls who approach
the fount of My mercy. The soul that will
go to Confession and receive Holy
Communion shall obtain complete forgiveness of sins and punishment … It is
my desire that the Feast be solemnly
celebrated on the first Sunday after
Easter” (D:699).
Woman of the Eucharist: In his
encyclical, ‘Rich in Mercy’, Pope John
Paul refers to Mary as “the ‘mother of
mercy’! … She is the one who has the
deepest understanding of God’s mercy
… Called in a special way to share her
Son’s mission to reveal His love, she
continues to proclaim ‘His mercy from
generation to generation’ – Luke, 1:50
(9)”.
In my apostolic letter, Rosarium
Virginia Mariae, I pointed to the blessed
Virgin Mary as our teacher in contemplating Christ’s face, and among the
‘mysteries of light’ I included the ‘Institution of the Eucharist’! Mary guides the
faithful towards the Most Holy Sacrament, because she herself has a profound relationship with the Blessed
Eucharist … At the school of Mary –
‘Woman of the Eucharist’ – “Blessed is
she who believed” – Luke, 1:45 (Ecclesia
de Eucharistica , 53).
The Bread of life: “ I (Jesus) want
to tell you that eternal life must begin
here on earth through Holly Communion. Each Holy Communion makes you
more capable of communing with God
throughout eternity (D:811). The
strength by which you bear suffering
comes from frequent Holy Communion. So approach this fountain of mercy
often, to draw with the vessel of trust
whatever you need” (D:1487).
Jesus confirms the above life-giving words in the Diary in His famous
discourse on the ‘Bread from heaven’ –
“ I AM the ‘Bread of life’! … I AM the
living Bread that came down from
heaven. Whoever eats of this Bread will
live forever; and the Bread that I will give
(Contd.. on p. 18)
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Are The Blood Moons Signs?

E

veryone is talking these days of
about Blood Moons why? We
know from the Prophet Joel that
before the awesome great day of the
Lord the Day Judgment there’s going
to be a moon that the sun shall be
turned into darkness and the “MOON
INTO BLOOD” before the great and
terrible day of the Lord come “The Sun
will be turned into darkness, and the
moon into blood, before the day of
Yahweh dawns, that great terrible
day”.(Joel 3:4-5).
Most people are not aware that every
time historically where there is what’s
known as a tetrad. A tetrad are 4 Blood
Moons in a row. Every time there has
been a tetrad on biblical feasts not on
the feast which Christian celebrate, but
I mean on biblical feasts something
significant has happened in the past to
change the whole world
A blood moon tetrad has landed
on the biblical feast 8 times in the last
2000 years. These events happened in
April- September and October on the
feast of the Passover and Tabernacles
only
In 70 A.D when the Roman General Titus destroyed the Temple and
changed the name of Israel to Palestine the solar lunar eclipse all over the
biblical holiday and on APRIL 3RD
33A.D WHEN JESUS CHRIST WAS
CRUCIFIED ON CALVARY SOLAR
ECLIPSE”.
It was at the 3rd hour of the day on
April 3rd 33A.D when the Roman soldiers bound Jesus to the Cross on
Calvary at 0900hrs and at that very
moment the High Priest bound the lamb
to the altar and sang Psalms 113- 118.
Are you aware that Yahweh had inspired David to write the funeral Psalms
113-118 for His Son Jesus 1,000 years
As they were binding the lamb
and Jesus to the Cross the Jewish
Historian Josephus records Two and
half millions Jews were present in
Jerusalem. Jesus fulfilled the feast day
to the day and the hour.
Blood moons are a beautiful sight.
These astronomical anomalies have
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 Capt. Mervin John Lobo
become a hot topic for both backyard
astronomers and Christians who consider them prophetic signs. Are the
blood moons sighs? Or are they simply
God’s handiwork? A blood moon is a
total lunar eclipse, when Earth stands
between the moon and sun. since Earth
blocks the sun’s light, the only hue that
emerges through Earth’s atmosphere
is red, casting a blood-red colour on
the moon.
Some Christians associate tetrads
(fours) of blood moons with significant
events in Jewish history and argue that
something earth shattering will happen to Israel during the current tetrad:
April 2014 through September 2015.

The Lonely Blood Moon:
Biblical prophecy certainly speaks
of a blood moon. The prophet Joel
envisioned it when he prophesied about
the “great and awesome day” of the
Lord: I will show wonders in the heavens and in the earth: blood and fire and
pillars of smoke. The sun shall be turned
into darkness, and the moon into blood,
before the coming of the great and
awesome day of the LORD.
Luke later quoted Joel in Acts
2:20, and the apostle John used the
same prophecy in Revelation: “And the
moon became like blood.” (6:12). Each
time a blood moon is mentioned, it is in
conjunction with other cosmic events
occurring simultaneously. So if a biblical blood moon has occurred, we
should also expect to see a darkened
sun and only one blood moon, not
tetrads. Furthermore, each writer
pointed to the same future event.

After the Fact:
Blood-moon-prophecy advocates
argue tetrads appeared during important events in Jewish history; the Jewish expulsions from Spain in 1492;
Israel’s independence in 1948; and in
1967, during the Six-Day War.
However, the first blood moon occurred

in April 1949, after Israel had already
gained its independence in May 1948.
Similarly, a tetrad appeared in 1493, a
year after the Jewish people were expelled from Spain. If the blood moons
are signs, they should have occurred
before those events. Consider, for instance, if you are driving down the
highway and see a sign for an exit after
you pass it. That sign isn’t much help.
(Likewise), the blood moon tetrad of
1493 – 1494 cannot be a sign of what
happened… in 1492. This just doesn’t
fit the definition of a sign.

The Biblical Blood Moon:
Placing prophetic value on these
blood moons grabs our attention, but
the referenced events are random.
Some involved a serious struggle but
ended in joy, like Israel’s independence
and the Six-Day War, while others
ended only in sorrow, like the expulsion from Spain.
Because there is only one biblical
“blood moon,” and it will shine in the
place of a darkened sun and burnedout starts when the Lord judges this
world. Until then, every blood moon is
an example of God’s majestic handiwork. The first Blood Moon this year is
on April 14th and the second Blood
Moon is on September 28th 2015.
Please insert the following: Capt.
Mervin John Lobo(Master Mariner) who
has studied Scripture in Jerusalem,
contributes articles on various topics to
different magazines around the globe.
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The School Called Marriage

M

arriage is the only school
where you get the Certifi
cate before you start.
It's also a school where you will never
graduate.
It's a school without a break or a free
period.
It's a school where no one is allowed
to drop out.
It's a school you will have to attend
every day of your life.
It's a school where there is no sick
leave or holidays.
It's a school founded by God:
1.On the foundation of love.
2.The walls are made out of trust.
3.The door made out of acceptance.
4.The windows made out of understanding
5.The furniture made out of blessings
6.The roof made out of faith.
Be reminded that you are just a
student not the principal.
God is the only Principal.
Even in times of storms, don't be
unwise and run outside.
Keep in mind that, this school is the
safest place to be.
Never go to sleep before completing
your assignments for the day.
Never forget the C-word... Communicate.
Communicate with your classmate
and with the Principal.
If you find out something in your classmate (spouse) that you do not ap-
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St. Dismas –
a Saint for Easter

In the movie, ‘El Caja’, a widow,
Loise, faces emotional turmoil and
hostility from the townspeople, after
the death of her husband, Don Lucio.
He was a cruel, corrupt, government official. During the burial formalities, stories abounded about
his amassed wealth, while his family lived in poverty.
preciate.
Remember your classmate is also
just a student not a graduate,
God is not finished with him/her yet.
So take it as a challenge and work on
it together.
Do not forget to study the Holy
Book (the main textbook of this
school).
Start each day with a sacred assembly and end it the same way. Sometimes you will feel like not attending classes, yet you have to.
When tempted to quit find courage
and continue.
Some tests and exams may be tough
but remember
the Principal knows how much you
can bear and yet
it's a school better than any other.
It's one of the best schools on earth;
joy, peace and happiness accompany each lesson of the day.
Different subjects are offered in this
school, yet love is the major subject.
After all the years of theorizing about
it, now you have a chance to practice it.
To be loved is a good thing, but to love
is the greatest privilege of them all.
Marriage is a place of love, so love
your spouse.

More grace from God.

Loise remembered his daily veneration of a picture of St. Dismas,
the Good Thief on the Cross, who
was Pardoned and Welcomed to
Paradise by Jesus. (Luke 23:40 –
43). As Loise removed the picture,
she uncovered a hidden locker
which contained the stored wealth.
‘Son’ is also a homonym for ’Sun’,
the spring equinox festival of
‘Eostre’.
Like the Moon reflecting the Sun
light in our dark nights, the Resurrection Glory was revealed to St.
Dismas, when he sincerely turned
his sinful life to Jesus the Son of
God, Hanging on the Cross, an Eternal sacrifice for our sins.
Many of us have dark areas in our
lives where we face personal, family, financial and spiritual problems.
Like St. Dismas, let us welcome the
Easter Glory of the Risen Christ into
our lives.
‘For the Foolishness of God is Wiser
than human wisdom, and the Weakness of God is Stronger than human
strength.’
(1 Corinthians1:25)
—Denis Khan
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For Good In-laws Relation

P

eople come in all shapes and
sizes and have different person
alities. Same is the case with inlaws. Some are wonderful and some
are not so wonderful, some might even
be mean. And, there might come a time
in your married life, when you feel that
this wedded kinship is costing you your
marriage.

possible, try to have this conversation
personally, without delegating your
partner to do it on your behalf. Some
issues might ruffle feathers, but in the
long run this will bring peace in your
relationships. With this, you would be
aware of the other’s expectations or
what you are willing to give to the
relationship.

Unhealthy relationship with your inlaws might prove to be a continuous
drain on you and may eventually affect
your marriage. So, we bring you here a
few pointers that might be helpful, if
ever, you have to face a tough time with
your in-laws.

Make 'yourself' an important priority
Know what you like, live your life accordingly and, strangely enough,
people will start respecting you for who
you are. Let them know your limits and
also your relationship's limits.

Here are guidelines to build better relation with your in-laws:
Little bit of tension is considered
normal
The way you have lived with your parents may not agree with your in-laws.
But, do not pick up a fight with them
because of these differences. No two
individuals see things from the same
perspective. And, maybe, over a period of time you might start benefitting
from their different point of view.
Always stand up with your spouse
It is very important to not let the tension
with your in-laws, reflect in your relationship with your spouse. Never let the
channel of communication between
you and your significant other, close.
Set boundaries for all relationships:
It is essential to set boundaries for a
healthy relationship with the in-laws. If
(Contd.. from p. 15)
for the life of the world is My Flesh …
Those who eat My Flesh and drink My
Blood have eternal life, and I will raise
them up on the last day, for My Flesh
is true food and My Blood is true
drink” (John, 6:48…51…54-55).
Conclusion: “Therefore, let us
celebrate the festival, not with the old
yeast, the yeast of malice and evil, but
with the unleavened Bread of sincerity
and truth” ( 1 Corinthians, 5:8)
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Maintain peace with all your in-laws
If something does not agree with you,
try to hold back the urge to criticise.
And if you have to say something, try to
be polite and gentle in pointing people’s
mistakes.
Talk to a friend and share your feelings:

Spend some time with your in-laws:
Try spending quality time with your inlaws. Speak to them about the common person in your life. Listen and
learn from their experiences. And, when
you find something in common, spend
time pursuing that common interest.
Do not disgrace kids :
You might feel that your in-laws are
really indulging your kids. You might
fell like stopping them, but let them
have fun together. At the same time,
parents have the first right and responsibility of bringing up their children with
the right values.

Avoid talking about
troubles between
you and your partner
with your in-laws.
Doing so can open
an inappropriate line
of communication.
Instead, talk to a
friend and get it off
your chest. Just be
sure that your friend
will not spill the beans
to any one else.
Do little special
things for them:
Try and do things for
your in-laws, and
make them feel
wanted. Even in the
direst of situations,
remember that there
is one thing that you
share with your inlaws, love for the person you married. So,
just to keep that person happy, bend a
little.
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Inspiration!

Look Good In Every Photo
Fed up of being tagged looking
terrible? It is important to know what
elements can be controlled in order
to look good in photos. Check out
our tips for mastering the perfect
pose and start looking your best in
every shot.

Smile Gently
If you want to know how to look good in
every photo, experts will suggest that
it’s crucial to master a gentle smile. You
don’t want to smile so big that your
eyes end up squinting or your facial
muscles look tense. There’s nothing
wrong with candid shots that show a
genuine smile. But, smiling gently
where your face looks relaxed and your
mouth is slightly opened looks natural
and flattering! Some people find putting your tongue behind your teeth and
smiling helpful in relaxing your face.

Stand Tall
Standing or sitting up straight for pictures will help ensure that you look
lean, tall and have good posture! Photographers also suggest turning your
body slightly, as facing the camera
straight-on can make your body look
wider. To look your sparkling best in
photos, make sure you emphasize your
favourite features to make them the
standout feature in your snapshot. Try
playing up your eyes with some eyeliner
or false lashes.

Be a Copy Cat
Celebrities always know how to look
good in pictures, so why not learn from
the best?! Flip through some magazines or look at red carpet photos online
to study the smiles and poses of your
favorite celebrities. Chances are, you’ll
see that many celebs have their trademark poses and tend to stick with them
in their photos. Try them for yourself
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and see what works for you!

Eyes Wide Shut
I have the worst timing when it comes
to flashes so I always had my eyes
open until it was time to take the picture! This way, you appear more relaxed and your eyes won't feel the need
to blink right when it’s time to take the
photo!

We all want to look
good in pictures and
there’s nothing wrong
with that! Keep these
simple yet effective
tips in mind to
capture your
best photo.
Makeup is important but the
way you stand,
smile and pose
can make just
as big of a difference! Here
are your best
tips on how to
look good in
photos!
Be Confident
Lastly and perhaps most importantly,
be confident! You know you look good
so let the photo show how calm and
cool you are! Don’t get consumed with
all the details in how to look good in
every photo because it’ll show. It’s good
to keep these tips in mind but don’t let
them ruin your day or evening.

Avoid Looking Directly at the Avoid Shadows
Dark shadows can make even the best
Lens
photo look awkward and unflattering. If
It might seem like a good idea to look
straight into the camera and sometimes it works. Generally, photographers will say photos look best when
you look slightly above or under the
camera. Looking directly at the camera
lens can also cause the dreaded red
eye effect, which is not hot!

there is light hitting you from above, it
can create shadows under your eyes
which can look like you’ve been up all
night, not cute. To look good in pictures, always try to stand away from
overhead lights and stand behind the
sun so there aren’t any unexpected
shadows in your photo!
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MATRIMONIALS
MUMBAI : Goan RC Bachelor 58
years, looks young, 5’ 7”, slim,
wheatish, B.Com., own flats financially
very well settled in Mumbai. Seeks
educated, presentable lady upto 50
years.
No.
Bars.
Email
:
gerryc1956@gmail.com
OR
09820636316. (Regd. No. 6301)
MUMBAI : Anglo Indian Roman
Catholic Bachelor aged 37 years, Ht.
5’ 9”, Wt. 75 kgs, fair Complexion, Edn.
Bachelors in Business Administration,
Diploma in Electronics, currently pursuing MBA in projects. Working as a
Senior Operations Manager. Contact
email
:
vanderhidebrian123@gmail.com OR
8655770778 / 9920207250 (Regd. No.
5298)
MUMBAI : RC Bachelor 39/5’8”, B.E.,
working in Senior position reputed IT
firm. Seeks alliance from R.C. spinster
educated good family background Pl.
reply with photograph and details to
keithcardozo@ hotmail.com or contact
9820338755 (Regd. No. 5996)
USA : Mangalorean Roman Catholic
Divorcee, aged 44 years, having 2
childredn aged 12 & 7 years, Ht. 5’ 11”,
Wt. 73 kgs, Wheatish Complexion,
Edn. Masters of Engg. MCA., working as an Electronics / Telecom Engineer, working in USA. Contact email :
l_lawrence_t@yahoo.com
OR
0019496903065 (Regd. No. 6151)
MUMBAI : Goan RC Bachelor, aged
36 years, Ht. 5' 8”, Fair Complexion,
Handsome, Edn. HSC pursing
S.Y.Com., working as an Emigration
Supurvisions. Seeks a simple, understanding, good look, smart girl. Contact email : mariyo.80@gmail.com OR
9619019991/982095412 (Regd. No.
6138)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman
Catholic Bachelor, aged 29 years, Ht.
5' 9”, Fair Complexion, Handsome,
Edn. B. Com., working as CEO in
Family Business. Seeks a good looking, smart, stylish girl. Contacat email:
mail2marg@gmail.com
OR
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9821556409 (Regd. No. 6135)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman
Catholic Bachelor, aged 29 years,
Only Child. Ht. 5' 9”, Fair Complexion, Edn. S.S.L.C., Working as a
Clerk. Seeks a suitable match. Contact
email
:
robindsouza1985@gmail.com OR
9820527457. (Regd. No. 6128)
MUMBAI : Goan Roman Catholic
Bachelor, aged 54 years, Ht. 5' 6", Wt.
58 kgs, Wheatish Complexion, Edn.
Bachelor in Hotel Management, working as a Food & Beverage Manager
in Australia. Seeks a fair, should be
willing to relocate overseas, single/
divorced or Widow below 46 years.
Contact Email : jjabranches@
hotmail.com OR 9769494588 OR +61
433072951. (Regd. No. 6126)
MUMBAI :
Roman Catholic
Manglorean Australian Citizen employed in Govt, 45 yrs, Ht 5'11, BCom,
Wheatish, Tetotaller, Separated
awaiting divorce seeks suitable alliance. Reply with photo to
sharlet1968@gmail.com (Regd. No.
6125)
MUMBAI : Goan Roman Catholic
Divorcee, aged 33 years, Ht. 5’ 6”, Wt.
62 kgs, Wheatish Complexion, Edn.
Undergraduate, working as a Admin.
job in U.K. Seeks a graduate, simple,
fair, understanding willing to work and
live in U.K. below 33 years. Contact
email : mariaferns5553@gmail.com
(Regd. No. 6123)
MUMBAI : Roman Catholic Bachelor,
aged 44 years, Ht. 5’ 5”, Wt. 50 kgs,
Wheatish Complexion, Edn. SSC.,
working as a Jewellery setter. Seeks
a suitable match. Contact Mob :
9833046266. (Regd. No. 6121)
MUMBAI : Goan Roman Catholic
Bachelor, aged 36 years, Ht. 5’ 8”, Wt.
78 kgs, Wheatish Complexion, Edn.

Members are requested to
inform us when they are settled,
so that publication of their
details can be discontinued.

B.Com., Having own well established business. Conact email :
dollylopes@ymail.com
OR
9220566467 / 9892320912 (Regd.
No. 6120)
AHMEDABAD : Goan Roman
Catholic Bachelor, aged 28 years, Ht.
5’ 6”, Wt. 68 kgs, fair and slim, Edn.
B.Com., well settled. Seeks a suitable match. Contact email :
neillaw123@yahoo.co.in (Regd.
No. 6116)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman
Catholic Bachelor, aged 37 years, Ht.
6’, Wt. 80 kgs, Wheatish Complexion, Edn. HSC., Dip. in A.C. Mechanic, working as a AC Technician
in Muscat. Contact Tel.: 23733750 Or
968-99694267 (Regd. No. 6113)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman
Catholic Bachelor, aged 28 years, Ht.
5’ 10”, Wt. 70 kgs, Wheatish Complexion, Edn. B.Com., Hotel Management, working in Dubai in Reputed Hotel invites alliance from professionally qualified R.C. Spinsters
with good family values. Contact
email : jenefer.nazareth@ gmail.com
OR allwynfrnds@ gmail.com OR
9920992660 (Regd. No. 6099)
KOLKATA : Roman Catholic Bachelor, aged 23 years, Ht. 5’ 5”, Wt. 57
kgs, Fair Complexion, Edn. BBA,
GNIIT, working as a Management
Trainee.Seeks a homely, adjustable,
simple, working girl. Contact email :
geraldinesawney@gmail.com OR
9331220504 (Regd. No. 6103)

Address your replies to :

Regd. No.
ROYAL CHRISTIAN FAMILY,
99, Perin Nariman Street, 1st
Floor, Fort, Mumbai - 400 001.

To Place Your Matrimonial
Advertisement Call:
2269 3578 OR 2265 4924
30 March 2015

MATRIMONIALS
MUMBAI : East Indian Roman Catholic Spinster, aged 24 years, Ht. 5’ 5”,
Wt. 60 kgs, Fair Complexion, Beautiful, Edn. Graduate, BMS., working in
Mumbai as a Hairstyelist in Paris Company. Seeks well settled bachelor, preferably NRI. Contact email :
pereiragladys1@gmail.com OR
9820169008. (Regd. No. 6293)
MUMBAI : Goan Roman Catholic
Spinster, aged 32 years, Ht. 5’, Wt. 55
kgs, Fair Complexion, good looking,
Edn. SSC., self employed (Hair Stylist).
Contact
email
:
4.saviola@gmail.com OR 9769598323
(Regd. No. 6300)
MUMBAI : Tamilian Roman Catholic
Spinster, aged 30 years, Ht. 5’ 1”, slim,
Fair Complexion, good looking, Edn.
B.Com., CFA, working as a Manager
in Financial Company. Seeks a suitable match. Contact email :
simon_sigo@yahoo.co.in
OR
mariaselvamsigo@gmail.com Or
9821139079 / 9920178739 (Regd. No.
6299)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Born again
Christian Spinster, aged 27 years, Ht.
5’ 3”, Wt. 60 kgs, Wheatish Complexion, Edn. M. Com., working in Dubai.
Contact email : elle_2k7@yahoo.co.on
OR 00971-555404182 / 9833747558
(Regd. No. 6271)
NAVI MUMBAI : Goan Roman Catholic Spinster, aged 34 years, Ht. 5’ 4”,
Wt. 60 kgs, Wheatish Complexion,
Edn. B.Com., presently working in
U.K.
Contact
email
:
criscyalphonso@gmail.com OR
9594749903 (Regd. No. 6258)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman
Catholic Spinster, aged Date of Birth
14-05-1983, Ht. 5’ 4”, Wt. 63 kgs,
Wheatish Complexion, Edn. MSc.
Nursing, working as a ICU Nurse in
Abudhabi - UAE. Seeks a well edu-

Royal Christian Family
Helps In Choosing
The Right Life-Partner

Serving Since 33 Years
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cated Mangalorean Bachelor with
good family values. Contact email:
janydz_1484@yahoo.com
OR
9930076741 / 28918871. (Regd. N o.
6257)
DUBAI : Mangalorean Roman Catholic Spinster, aged 25 years, Ht. 5’ 5”,
Wt. 65 kgs, Wheatish Complexion,
Edn. BMS, MBA Finance, working as
a Bank Officer in Dubai, Contact email
: pdsouza.acb@gmail.com OR
08970986766 (Regd. No. 6256)
MUMBAI : Goan Roman Catholic
Spinster, aged 29 years, Ht. 5’3”, Wt.
70 kgs, Wheatish Complexion, Edn.
B.Com, working as a Client Associate.
Contact
email
:
a_fernandes@ateindia.com OR
976939984 (Regd. No. 6077)
MUMBAI : Goan Roman Catholic
Spinster, aged 25 years, Ht. 5’5”, Wt.
67 kgs, Wheatish Complexion, Edn.
B.E. (Information Technology) working as a Software Engineer. Contact
email : sharondrz@ gmail.com OR
8655875558 (Regd. No. 6072)
MUMBAI : Roman Catholic Spinster,
aged 32 years, Ht. 5’2”, Wt. 55 kgs,
Very Fair Complexion, Edn. MBA
(HR) working as a Sr. GR Associate.
Contact
email
:
dianne.j12@gmail.com
OR
9867098306 (Regd. No. 6071)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman
Catholic Spinster, aged 25 years, Ht.
5’ 4”, Wheatish Complexion, Edn.
M.Sc. Maths, Professor. Contact
email : alinbombay@ yahoo.co.in OR
7738931958 (Regd. No. 6070)
MUMBAI : Bombay Roman Catholic
Goan Spinster, 31 years, Ht. 5’, Wt.
49 kgs, I have done my MBA in finance and am working as a research
analyst and consultant in Bombay. I
am a very practical and logical person. I believe in striking a balance
between work and personal life. I love
travelling, treking and fitness. Looking for someone well educated, mature, sensible and jovial. If you find
my profile interesting, Contact me
email : miss.dynamic09@gmail.com

OR 9594090936 (Regd. No. 6068)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman
Catholic Spinster, aged 26 years,
Ht. 5’3”, Wt. 56 kgs, Wheatish Complexion, Edn. B.A., Animation (Dip.)
working as a Animation. Contact
email : profileb9@gmail.com OR
9819680299 (Regd. No. 6062)
MUMBAI : Goan Roman Catholic
Spinster, aged 24 years, Ht. 5’5”,
Wt. 53 kgs, Fair Complexion, Edn.
Graduate in Interior Designer, working as a Interior Designer. Contact
email
:
alexmichaelpaul@
gamil.com OR 9322145137 (Regd.
No. 6060)
MUMBAI : Mangalorean Roman
Catholic Spinster, aged 33 years,
Ht. 5’5”, Wt. 58 kgs, Fair Complexion, Edn. B.E., (Computers) working as a Software Engineer. Contact
email : catalyst.nirmala@gmail.com
OR 9820445461 (Regd. No. 6058)
MUMBAI : Goan Roman Catholic
Spinster, aged 39 years, Ht. 5’2”,
Wheatish Complexion, Edn. T.Y.
B.Com., working as a Computer
Operator A/c’s department. Contact
email
:
michellefernandes17@hotmail.com
OR 9930661771 (Regd. No. 6055)
MUMBAI : Roman Catholic Spinster, aged 24 years, Ht. 5’1”, Wt. 48
kgs, Wheatish Complexion, Edn.
B.Com., (Banking & Insurance)
working as a Consultant. Contact
email
:
rosemarybharda@
yahoo.com OR 9224780162 (Regd.
No. 6053)

Address your replies to :

Regd. No.
ROYAL CHRISTIAN FAMILY,
99, Perin Nariman Street, 1st
Floor, Fort, Mumbai - 400 001.

Please renew your membership
at lease a month in advance
before its expiration date.
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The Apostles Testimony On The Resurrection

T

o bear witness is always a chal
lenge. To give testimony is even
more inclined towards tension,
stress and worry. Over two thousand
years ago it was no different, and more
alarming than our present state of world
affairs. The early Christians moved and
met together cautiously. They heard
the apostles and disciples of Jesus
who provided authentic accounts of
the resurrection as they were witnesses
of the risen Messiah. Their testimony
was carefully logged and the risk of
being found out was the challenge they
gave up the ghost, the sun was obaccepted.
The triumph of Jesus Christ is in scured, it did not wish to behold that
the ultimate miracle of the resurrection. dreadful spectacle, the earth was
He conquered death. The recorded shaken mightily, its graves opened,
fact that Christ died, was buried and and the dead arose. Today, however
rose on the third day is supreme proof one grave is open, and from it has risen
of His divinity. Because of this amazing a sun which will never be obscured,
which will never set, a sun
event, the resurrection of the
which creates new life. This
Messiah seals the validanew sun is the Crucified
tion of His claims to divinity.
One, the Son of God, God
Jesus was, is and always
Himself, blessed for all eterwill be the Christ triumphant.
nity. He it is in whom the
His apostles were aware of
words of the Apostle are fulthis and spoke with the truth
filled; for He humbled himand openness to all who
BY MELVYN BROWN self and was obedient even
would listen.
unto death on a cross, thereThe Gospel of John
fore God has exalted Him
11:25, “ I am the resurrection and the
life, he who believes in me, though he and given Him a name which is above
die, yet shall be alive, and whoever all other names.
In the morning of the third day the
lives and believes in me shall never die.
.” Jesus, by His own power rose from women went to the tomb of Jesus and
the grave. In Matthew 26:61 Christ said, found an angel of the Lord who told
“I am able to destroy the temple of God, them not to fear, he knew they had
come to find Jesus who was crucified.
and to build it in three days.”
St. John Vianney, Cure D’ars, He is risen, said the angel, adding, go
wrote a beautiful sermon for Easter quickly, tell his disciples that He is
Sunday. I reproduce an extract from risen. And they went with all haste from
the sepulcher, running with great haphis Easter Sermon.
“…Jesus lives. What glad tidings piness to tell the disciples. Read all
for us; what joy and delight for us who about it in St. Matt. 28:5-10.”
In the first letter of Peter 1:3 it is
are baptized in the name of Jesus who
believe in the teaching of Jesus, for us, written, “Blessed be the God and Fawho may live in the blessed hope that ther of our Lord Jesus Christ! By His
we, too, may one day rise again to a great mercy we have been born anew
better life. When the Man of Sorrows, to a living hope through the resurrecHis struggle and His sufferings ended, tion of Jesus Christ from the dead.”
St. Paul to the Phillippians 3:11.
cried out to the world with a loud voice
those mighty words “it is consum- “That I may know Him and the power of
mated”, when He bowed His head and the resurrection, and may share His
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sufferings becoming like Him in His
death, that if possible I may attain the
resurrection from the dead.”
We find in the Acts of the Apostles
4:33, “ And with great power the
apostles gave their testimony to the
resurrection of the Lord Jesus, and
great grace was upon them all.”
Jesus promises us no less when
we give testimony to His resurrection;
telling family, friends and strangers of
His triumph. Believe in Him. And “great
grace” will also come on you. Truly, the
resurrection of the Messiah is a truth
which lives above and beyond the portals of this lifetime. Jesus is my Lord
and my God. Amen.
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“International Women’s Day” Celebrated

T

he Archdiocesan Women’s Commission celebrated
“INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY” on 8th March,
2015 at St Stanislaus School Grounds, Bandra, 5.30
to 8 pm. This event was to men, women and children.
The highlight of the evening was a “SHE & HE” – the
musical, attempts to trace the journey towards gender
equality across time and space. The cultural programme
was full of songs, dances and skits all knit together by the
story-tellers - She (Sheena) and He (Hiru). As they ex-

caring, sharing, humane!
His eminence Oswald Cardinal Gracias was the
Chief Guest. In his speech had a special greeting for “all
the women throughout the world who are seeking, every
day, to build a more human and welcoming society”. He
also said that we should have more and more men to join
hands on the line of thought of SHE & HE to see it
materialise in our family life. Gender equality has to create
better families and hence the women’s cell and the family
cell should come together to achieve this objective.
Cardinal honoured Sr. Philomena (Sister of Ancy
Paladka)for her selfless dedicated service in women empowerment. Sister Philo thanked her mother who came
from Mangalore saying “DEV BAREM KARUM MAI” for
maintaining equality among the children and also encouraging her on her every step. Cardinal also blessed Sr.
Philo’s Mai.
Cardinal also honoured Fr. Allwyn D’Silva, Parish
Priest of St. John the Baptist Church, Thane as well as
Chairperson of the Justice and Peace Commission (JPC)
of the Archdiocese was the Chief Guest. While congratulating all women & men, Fr. Allwyn shared his 32 years of
experience of how & why he started motivating & empowering women.
The stage united all people more than 2500 men,
women and children, from all across Mumbai, who have
just one thing in common with a dream of a world where
women and men can stand shoulder to shoulder, empowered and liberated.
General Secretary Marcia D’cunha thanked all the
guests, supporters, participants and the large crowd who
helped to make this celebration a grand success.
Snacks boxes were distributed to all.
by : Flora, Jerimeri

plored yesterday, today and tomorrow they stumble upon
the myth, the reality and the possibility of how She & He can
together make this world a more caring and humane
society.
The logo created by the Catholic Communication
Centre was RED – Colour of Love & GREEN – Colour of life.
It includes an artistic variation of the male female symbols.
Yet they symbolize so much more. Could Red also be the
colour of violence and Green perhaps the colour of jealousy, two motifs that plague man-woman relationships.
These colours also mean that not a male-centric or femaleobsessed world - but a human society, one that is more
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Due to steep rise in cost of various inputs like
paper, printing, transport, etc. for publishing
this periodical we had to revise the subscription
and per copy cost of The Secular Citizen,
from 2nd April 2015 :

Price for single copy will be Rs. 10
and the Subscription rate:
One year Rs. 500
Two years Rs. 1000
Five years will be Rs. 2000

Those who wish to subscribe at old rates can do
so till March 30, 2015
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Jobs and
Career
Opportunities
Local
National
International
All you need to send us your CV
with Educatilon, Job Experience,
Salary Expected and Photograph
To
Email: appointment@sezariworld.com
or by post, courier to:
The Secular Citizen
Appointments,
99, Perin Nariman Street, 1st Floor,
Fort, Mumbai 400001

Corporate - business houses,
Organisations, Small Large Offices
can forward their Human Resource
requirements by Email to:

require@sezariworld.com

Royal Christian Family

GET-TOGETHER
of Brides

and Grooms

Get-togethers are held from time-to-time between
boys and girls of matching age group maintained
in our Get-together Data-bank
If you wish to participate in these get-togethers,
you need to give your entry in advance which will
be recorded in our Get-together Data-bank. (you
need not do any payment while giving the entry)
From the Get-together Data-bank, we select the
matching boys and girls from time-to-time and
invite them for the Get-together. The dates are not
announced but communicated individually.
Once your entry is included in our Data-bank, You
will be contacted when there are sufficient choices
to include you in a particular Get-together.
Mail your profile entry with photograph to :
royalchristianfamily@gmail.com or if you have
registred with us, simply give your registration no.

Royal Christian Family

99, Perin Nariman Street, 1st Floor, Near GPO.,
Fort, Mumbai 400001
Tel.: 022 - 22693578, 22654924
Email: royalchristianfamily@gmail.com
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